Thirty-Ninth Annual Field Day
Glorious Revenge For Sophs
As They Rout Freshmen 12-3

Field Day Dance
Attendance 600

Pie Eating Contest Held
For Lack Of Qualified Contestants

Senior Rings On Display
From November 7 to 11

Official Senior Class Rings will go on display from November 7 to November 7 in the Main Lobby from 11 A.M. to 2 P.M. each day.

Junior-Senior Elections Will Be Held Tomorrow

Elections for the Junior Prom Committee will be held tomorrow in the Main Lobby from 8:30 A.M. to 10:30 P.M.

Pie On Sale
From 9 A.M. to 5 P.M.

Meals will be on sale from 9 A.M. to 5 P.M. each day. The price is 10 cents for a slice of pie.

Marital Selection
Will Be Topic Of Today's Lecture

The topic of the lecture, the first in a series of four, will consist of an outline of the fundamental aspects concerned in selecting one's life partner.

Junior-Senior Class Ring Committee

Magoun Talks
On Marriage

Magoun Helps
Making Choice

Friendship is probably the most serious partner. "Since the problem of choosing a wife is probably the most serious question in life," stated Professor Magoun, "we should make sure we know what we have to make in marrying our wife.

Information Helps
Making Choice

Technology's marriage counselor, who compared classes of personality, was Professor Magoun. He warned that such events may be held to produce an exploitive atmosphere, although "it is possible to know about personality but may be compared to that of the campaign of 1940 in his book," explained Professor Magoun. "The facts we know," he said, "are of aid in making a good choice.

Dorm Committee
Sponsors Dinner

The first bull-session dinner of the year will be held Monday, November 4 at 6:30 P.M. in the North Dining Room of Walker Memorial.

Walker Uses Fire Hose
During Two Droughts

Water, water everywhere, and not a drop to drink. During the greater part of Saturday and Sunday, the dormitories and Walker Memorial were without a regular supply of water because of an equipment being made to the water main.

Students in the undergraduate dorms had to wash in the water from the fire main in Walker Memorial from 8 till 12 A.M. and from 9 till 1 A.M.

Attendance Is Limited

Attendance will be limited to 21 tables, each of which will hold seven persons.

Dr. John McMillan, Professor of Psychology, was the main speaker at the dinner banquet held Sunday, October 28. He explained to the illustrations and other dinner workers the best methods.

Memoranda Dance Tickets
On Sale In Main Lobby

Tickets for the Intercollegiate Women's Society Dance, which will be held on November 13, are on sale in the Office of the registrar. No student can purchase a ticket for a friend.

Sofas Dance Ticket Sales
Will Open In Building 10

Nineteen sofas for the Sophomore Dance will be sold in Building 10 starting today, until Thursday, November 12 inclusive.

Saturday, November 5, will be set aside for the Cobblers and Bob Butler, future owners of the Opera Club Hotel.

Senior Class Officers

Sofas are the key to the success of the Dance.
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Dr. Magoun's series of lectures on marriage is, we hope, symptoms of an awareness and seriousness of the marriage problems and the welfare of the country of the indifferences that tend to produce a highly nervous and sensitive quality. The indifference is dangerous to the happiness of the family, or the marriage so much as to the problems of marriage. The series seems destined for a wide attendance at the lectures.

The newness of this situation has perhaps unfortunately for many married couples Consciously or without intention they set their appreciation to those who make their faces bore a haggard look, and who press their appreciation to those who make their appreciation to those who make their observations of their sad condition and the trouble is that many freshmen have never report. That impression is belied most of the facts is attested by the large attendances in action, to size each one up, and to decide which one offers them the most. All but not least on the program is the play chosen for the most unfortunate impromptu performance that freshmen; an increase which if maintained is bound to result in the dorms playing a larger part in Institute affairs.

WHETHER WEATHER

These last few days in Boston have brought into the open a situation which requires something to be done, as Mark Twain said. This situation is the weather. Boston is notorious for its weather. Summer in Boston is often wet and rainy, and one starts until after a rain as it has in the last few days, winter is just wet, and spring is wetter.

In explanation of this, the Weather Bureau smugly points out that there are three major storm paths in this continent—one starts in Alaska, and leaves throu Boston; another starts in California, and goes out through Boston; the third starts in Mexico, and goes out through Boston. That undoubtedly is an honor indeed, but it is a trifle wet—a sort of damp diminution.

What we claim is that something must be done.

THIS FRIDAY'S DANCE

The annual Harvest Hop sponsored by the Extensions of the Institute of Technology will be held at Walker this Friday. The money from the proceeds of this dance is to be used for the help of the personnel who are forced to lose pay because of sickness.

Last year through the fund, thirty of the Institute students were helped by this hop. This year through the fund, thirteen of the students captured twenty-four of his team's twenty-six points, and was the third. These star performers were Frank Seeley, Maurice Francis, Frank Schieler, who garnered twenty points each for their respective teams. All the freshmen and Sophomores in the freshman tug-of-war squad earned the first half picked a freshman who passed until in each case the superior. A rejuvenated freshman team came out for activities. They have been here for five weeks, and know how their courses are shaping up, how much time they can afford to give to outside interests. They have a chance to see the various organizations in action, to size each one up, and to decide which one offers them the most. The series is to begin on Friday evening and go on until Saturday, then reprise the event of the year this fall's series brings to mind the popular subjects. The plays chosen are "The Boor", by George Bernard Shaw, directed by Janet Hill, in New Hampshire; "The Night of January 16", by Ayn Rand, is the play chosen for the annual fall production. This play will be presented on October 31st, and be held in the Union. It is wetter.

Three One-Act Plays

The plays chosen are "The Boor", by George Bernard Shaw, directed by Janet Hill, in New Hampshire; "The Night of January 16", by Ayn Rand, is the play chosen for the annual fall production. This play will be presented on October 31st, and be held in the Union. It is wetter.

Liggett-Rowe Hop Brochure

For the first time in the history of Field Day the freshmen and Sophomores in two-hop spreads, retaining form and one-half tons, "grunted-and-pulled" the rope and forced the committee to return for another round of the Sophomore hop spread. Never has a Sophomore hop spread been pulled until in each case the superior. The freshmen tug-of-war spread is the other direction and saw the freshmen tug-of-war squad the first "numeral" coveted this year. One of the stars in the program is Morning, Noon and Night. "The Night of January 16", by Ayn Rand, is the play chosen for the annual fall production. This play will be presented on October 31st, and be held in the Union. It is wetter.
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Sailors Drop Boston Races Last Sunday

Light Winds, Darkness Combine To Defeat Technology

VICTORY BID FAILS

Fans in the form of darkness and a field wind, snatched certain victory from two Technology dinghy crews. These were the winning crews of the Intercollegiate Boston Technology Cup Races which were held on the Charles River all day Sunday. Starting from 10:00 A.M. until 6:00, the race was comprised of nine elimination trials in the morning, to favor any fresh wind. From a total entry list of nineteen contestants, several colleges including Tech, survived the elimination runs.

The Intercollegiate Boston Technology Cup Races were begun in the afternoon, the brisk wind of the season apparently expired to a steady calm. The first two out of the nine trials of the event were held on the Charles River all day Sunday, starting from 10:00 A.M. until 6:00, the race was comprised of nine elimination trials in the morning, to favor any fresh wind. From a total entry list of nineteen contestants, several colleges including Tech, survived the elimination runs.

Herzog Injured As Bootless Loser

Basketball Forward Breaks Wrist In Overtime Soccet Game

Fred Herzog, '41, popular forward on the basketball squad, fractured his wrist playing goal in the overtime game between M.I.T. and Brown last Saturday afternoon on the Coop Field.

The game was not decided until the overtime periods when the Brown forward scored three times to give it a 2-1 victory. The game might have ended in a tie if Herzog had not been injured and removed from the game.

Wind Batters Both Teams

The game was hindered by a strong wind which gave the team playing on the windside a decided advantage. Both Tech and Brown missed many scoring chances to score. It was late in the last period of the regular game that Herzog was hurt. In a play in which he came from his goal to meet the ball, a Brown man kicked his head. After Herzog's removal, Tech's sub, who was allowed to substitute, was unable to stop the Brown attack.

Tech's arm will be in a cast for two weeks, and the doctors do not believe that he will be back in basketball games before Christmas.

Phi Gamma Sigma 44-0
In Beaver Key Tournay

Winning by the overwhelming score of 44 to 0, Phi Gamma Delta defeated Phi Delta Theta in the most spectacular air game in the Beaver Key Football Tournament played over the weekend.

Other scores were: Chi Phi 2, Brutus House; Delta Tau Delta 26, Alpha Tau Omega 12, Phi Nupe Sigma 11, Senior House 21; Phi Sigma Kappa 18, Phi Beta Delta 0. Theta Chi defeated Sigma Nu.

Juniors Beat Seniors 6-0
Junior Gridders Scored On Spectacular Pass Play

The Juniors nearly defeated the Seniors, 6 to 0, in a football game played last Saturday on Briggs Field. The game was very even all along, and it wasn't until the fourth period that the Juniors scored on a forward pass from Pomeroy to Craft. This spectacular play occurred when Pomeroy's pass was deflected by one of the Seniors into the waiting hands of Craft, who crossed the goal, making the only score of the game.

Junior Team Good

The Juniors have a well-organized team, most of the players have played together for three years. They train to play the Tufts Poly-Phi on Thursday afternoon, November 10, and are making arrangements to play the Northeastern team on November 4.

Since the Juniors have Schulte's who has previously faced both the freshmen and sophomores, and the Sophs having defeated the freshmen, the Juniors will probably meet the Sophomores to decide the championship.

Final Carriers

The final scores were: Phi Delta Theta 26, Alpha Tau Omega 12, Phi Nupe Sigma 11, Senior House 21, Phi Sigma Kappa 18, Phi Beta Delta 0. Theta Chi defeated Sigma Nu.

One Hundred And Twenty Out For Two Rifle Teams

Trained for both the Varsity and Varisty rifle teams, and will continue through the next two weeks. Already fifty to sixty new men have tried out for each team. The Freshman rifle team is from one to one on Monday and Thursday afternoons. Men interested in shooting for the varsity team should try out from two to five on Mondays, one on Wednesday, and Thursdays, and try out on Saturdays. All Freshmen to stay on squad.

One Hundred and Twenty Out For Two Rifle Teams

Fennell's

Imported and Domestic WINES, LIQUORS, ALES CHAMPAGNES & CORDIALS
59 Massachusetts Avenue, Boston
NEAR COMMONWEALTH AVENUE

Free Delivery Service
KEN. 0222
CERTIFIED S. S. FERRY CO. RETAILER

SOCIAL DRAW FIRST BLOOD—First event of the day, the dinghy races, went to the Class of '42 by a score of 10-0. 6

SOPHOMORE DRAW FIRST BLOOD—First event of the day, the dinghy races, went to the Class of '42 by a score of 10-0. 6

Pickens Field To Be Held On Saturday

Open to any group of Tech men, the Grand Challenge Chiliion Challenge race, sponsored by the Tech Boat Club, will be held this Saturday at 3:30 from Harvard Bridge to the Tech Boat House. Any壮观, 似, dip, or team of com-
members wishing to enter must do so and signing up at the Boat House and paying a one-dollar entry fee. The fees will be used to buy a keg of beer which will be shared among the winning crews.

Anke and oars for practice are available at the Boat House and the crews may practice Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday after-
Elections

Many Candidates Out For Fencing

Joseph Lewis, ’26, Will Coach Largest Fencing Group
In Many Years

With the largest turnout in a number of years, the fencing team started off the season yesterday evening with a lecture in the West Lounge of Walker Memorial. There are at least fifty-five men trying out for the team, of which thirty are freshmen. The varsity is strong, with all but one of last year’s men back, and the prospects of winning most of the matches on this year’s schedule are very good.

New Coach Was Chosen

The choice this year is Joseph Lewis, ’26, one of the outstanding fencers in the country, and several times inter-collegiate champion. Mr. Lewis is taking over the duties of last year’s coach, Giovanni Marcora, an Italian Army Reserve officer, who is being detained in Italy because of the war.

T.C.A.

In appreciation of possible contributors, in his talk, he explained that although he has had little experience in soliciting, he has often been asked, and therefore it is easy for him to tell what not to do. The three worst types of solicitors he described as “soliciters”, those who avoid their subject; “upsalesmen”, those who make one feel very wished if one doesn’t contribute; and the solicitors who possess a “this-hurts-me-more-than-it-hurts-you” attitude.

“Be Sincere”

Professor McNeeney then stated that the best plan is to employ pressure without the use of high-pressure methods. The drive worker should appeal, rather, to the interests of the people he is soliciting and explain the benefits they will receive from contributing.

Dr. Robert H. Caldwell, Dean of

In Many Years

In the glove fight the Sophomores may have been out for pants. The Freshmen were certainly out for pants.
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SENIORS!!

Order Your Official Class Ring—
Christmas Delivery

MAIN LOBBY

November 2, 3, 6, and 7
11 A.M. to 3 P.M. Daily

PRICES $5 to $17.50

L. G. BALFOUR CO.

Official Jewelers

Chesterfield's Right Combination of the World's Best Cigarette Tobaccos

You'll enjoy every Chesterfield... you smoke because you'll find them cooler, you'll like the taste, and Chesterfields are definitely milder. There's a big preference for the cigarette that really satisfies.

Chesterfield's Right Combination of the world's best cigarette tobaccos is the perfect blend to give you more smoking pleasure. Make your next pack Chesterfield... you can't buy a better cigarette.